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More snowy pics from the last fortnight... because it was snow nice! :)

As we battle the cold and lack of natural vitamin D, combined with increased training load
for spring marathon runners, this time of year can present all kinds of risks for injury.
Recovery from speedwork and longer endurance runs becomes more important than ever.
So this week, we focus on recovery; perhaps the most underappreciated part of our
training routine.
 
We wrap up with this month's 5k TT results. It would seem that the weather has not
thwarted members' appetite for self-torture with 35 registering a time. Thanks again to
Paul for collecting the times which I have ranked, coupled with a ranking by age grade %.
Well done all.
 
Simon Brace. 
The Plug Editor - email me at plugeditor@teambathac.org

Quote of the week
 

The most important day in any running programme is rest. Rest days
give your muscles time to recover so you can run again. Your muscles

build in strength as you rest.
 

(Source: Hal Higdon)



Managing DOMS
By Phil Sawe
 
DOMS, aka, delayed onset muscle soreness, can sometimes be so painful that you
struggle to roll out of bed without an eek or yelp. It happens when we're recovering,
usually during sleep, when muscle tissue swells as part of the healing process, which
(along with micro-tears in those muscles) results in soreness and stiffness the next day.
 
There's lots of well known advice on what you can do to help minimise this experience:
proper cool downs, nutrition 15-30mins after workouts, and keep moving (gently) the next
day - a day on the sofa won't help! So instead, here are a few tips on what NOT to do:
 
Run on tired legs
Going for an easy cycle on tired legs is relatively harmless and can help some athletes,
but running on tired legs can be a recipe for disaster. If your legs are tired, the muscles
used in stabilising your body as you run will be fatigued, resulting in poor run form, and a
greatly increased risk of injury.
 
No pain, no gain?
This often-touted nugget of advice suggests that if you don’t feel any soreness you’re not
getting fitter. While this may have some relevance if you are primarily interested in
hypertrophy (gaining muscle mass), for most endurance athletes this couldn’t be further
from the truth. Workouts that develop our aerobic system are designed to be hard on our
lungs, not your muscles, and many workouts are deliberately easy. Don’t feel you have to
push yourself to the point where you’ll develop muscle soreness the next day to get fitter.
 
Foam roll the next day
Your muscles will likely be tight after a training session and foam rolling can alleviate this.
However if you are suffering from significant DOMS the next day, exposing your damaged,
swollen muscles to a battering at the hands of a foam roller is unlikely to speed up the
healing process. Wait until the initial soreness has passed before work on releasing them.
 
Push through it
If you have light DOMS you can probably get away with a continuation of training, but if it’s
the kind of day where you struggle to walk downstairs and you have a 90min run planned,
it’s probably best you shorten it dramatically or swap it with your next rest day. Trying to
heroically push through will likely result in a disappointing session, and delay the healing
process as a result. 

Rungry
By Micah Pooh
 
They call me the Cookie Monster



I love cookies. Who doesn't?! And they're perfect for pre or post run. Or even during, if
you've got somewhere to stash it. As we're talking recovery this week, I've added some
quinoa protein to my recipe below, just to give it the right balance. I use Raw Sports' Elite
Sports & Recovery protein powder, but there are loads of alternatives. I particularly like
this recipe because it's so simple to make. Feel free to multiply the ingredients to make as
many cookies as you like. Enjoy!
 
Ingredients - this makes the perfect cookie for one 

1/2 cup (45g) rolled oats
1 tsp (5g) peanut flour or nut flour of choice
1 tbsp (15g) peanut butter or nut butter of choice
1 square (10g) dark chocolate chopped
Pinch of cinnamon (optional)
Coconut oil for greasing your ramekin
1/4 cup (60g) ripe mashed banana; approximately half a small banana
1 tsp (5g) quinoa protein (www.rawsport.com; or other protein)
1 tbsp (15ml) unsweetened almond milk or non-dairy milk of choice
1/4 tsp baking powder
1/4 tsp vanilla extract or vanilla powder (optional)

Method 

Mix together all ingredients in a bowl.
Grease a 4-5 inch ramekin with coconut oil. 
Place mixture into the ramekin and spread evenly with the back of teaspoon
packing it down. 
Cook in the microwave on high for 1.5 – 2 minutes – less time for a softer cookie!



Tips included
By anyone with a top tip!
 
It would seem that you TBACers are a bit tight-lipped when it comes to top tips. Perhaps
that intra-Club competitive spirit is overpowering the inter-Club want to win. I encourage
you to share your wisdom for our collective benefit, just like Heather has below where she
educates us on the method (and madness!) of the massage gun.
 
(If this whets your appetitie to learn more about recovering faster, check out Heather's
GTN vid here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=AbaTAs1KSHw)
 
Self-percussion therapy
By Heather Fell
 
I think you will all be familiar with the benefits of a sports massage. It helps your legs to
recover that bit faster and when used regularly can even keep niggles at bay.
 
It comes with a few limitations; cost, inconvenience and if it’s a good one then a fair
amount of discomfort, oh and you can’t have one virtually. Let me introduce the massage
gun. It can solve at least two of those issues and if seen as an investment I’d say three,
however it won’t help with the discomfort aspect.
 
You can’t miss adverts for the likes of Thereagun, Recovapro, Myomaster (Vicky Holland
has recently become an ambassador), Hyperice etc. popping up on social media, or at
least that is what my phone thinks I want to see when scrolling Instagram. These self-



massage brands have been growing, along with the popularity of self-percussion therapy.
Yes hammering your muscles with a hand held device is known more eloquently as
percussion.
 
For those who are asking why, what, how let me quickly explain how these self massage
guns work.
 
WHAT
It is a hand held battery powered (rechargeable) device with a vibrating arm that can have
various heads attached. It looks rather like a speed gun and is heavier than it looks; bear
this in mind if you have weak arms.
 
You can chose what type of head you attach and what speed level you want the
percussions. The depth of the amplitude is already set on most and does vary between
devices. The pressure of course is controlled by you the user and how much discomfort
you can inflict on yourself.
 
WHEN
I have very much described this as a massage tool and in my mind massage is typically
for recovery and post hard runs. That is narrow minded of me, if I head back far enough
when I was fortunate to have a physio at races I remember enjoying the passive warm up,
yup being warmed up whilst lying on the massage bed. Sadly those days are long gone
but apparently this tool can replicate that.
 
I have not experimented with this option, it’s not really on my radar as an amateur athlete
although I’m great at procrastination so it could well get included into the “getting ready to
run” routine. As for the science behind its function on warming up the muscles it seems a
little vague and surely could only be an addition not a replacement.
 
They also suggest use during exercise, I’m not sure any of us are going to ask coach Paul
to pause a track session whilst we get out a massage gun to help our legs get prepared
for that next 800m effort. In all honestly I’m guessing this is aimed either at sprinters or
other sports such as half time in a team game.
 
As for after exercise, well now we’re talking. This, in my limited experience of these
devices is when they’re best suited, or should I say the only time I’ve inflicted the massage
gun on myself. Note it can be quite satisfying to use on a spouse although you should
respect any squeals, as it can be almost intolerable on some overworked quads after a
hilly long run.
 
HOW
This I’m still experimenting with and again I’ve not found the solid science. So as not to be
held accountable I’m going to quote what I have read on the topic of exactly how a
massage gun, or to be precise, how percussion therapy works:
 
From Recovapro:
“Percussion technology helps improve blood circulation, relieve muscle stiffness and
soreness, prevent muscle damage and reduce lactic acid level.  This action results in
muscular and fascial lengthening and strengthening, leading to improved muscle strength



and enhanced muscle recovery. This combination results in relieving muscular tightness
and reducing the physical stress placed on bones and joints.”
 
This is a quote and I am not confirming or questioning the evidence behind the statement;
that’s for you to decide.
 
To add to the equation technique is apparently part of the effectiveness. I’ve only just
discovered the Theragun app just as it had to be returned. This will tell you what head, for
how long and exactly how to hold the device according to what sport you’ve trained in and
what muscles you are targeting. It sounds ingenious although there is something I like
about going on feel.
 
WHY
I guess this is linked closely to the how. If you believe that passively moving your muscles
helps them to recover then I’d say try it. Whatever the science says it feels good. That
said I haven’t ventured much further than the quads and calves, as it tends not to come
out until I’m sat on the sofa and those are the only areas I can easily reach with minimal
effort. Oh and then there’s the ITB but whether massaging that has any affect is certainly a
debate for another day.
 
CONCLUSION
I hope that is now slightly clearer than mud. Pommeling your sore muscles might sound
counterintuitive but if you just scratch the surface you will find evidence that supports the
sales of the competitive massage gun brands. I personally have thoroughly enjoyed using
it but my weekly mileage and running intensity probably doesn’t do the device justice.
 
I have had the pleasure of playing with the Theragun Pro and the Recovapro SE. These
are at different price points and from speaking to friends you do get what you pay for. So if
sacrificing a handful of sports massages for an all year round DIY version sounds
appealing I’d recommend the investment.
 

Heather takes aim and fires. Massage guns - they don't fire bullets but the pain is real!

Ask Dave
Asked by the Editor



Answered by Dave Coales
 
Dave, it's fair to say that you've put your body through the mill once or
twice. What have you learnt about recovering?
 
After a tough training session or indeed a race I used to still run fairly hard the following
day. For example, the first time I broke 75 minutes for a half marathon back in 2005 I still
went out and ran 6 miles at 7-minute mileing the following day. Ok it wasn't the 5.40
mileing I had run the previous day but, it was still an effort.
 
Come 2009 my times had plateaued, I was turning up at races and speed sessions at the
club feeling tired. After speaking to a few coaches at the club I realised I wasn't giving
myself enough time to recover after races or sessions and that I required at least one day
a week when I didn't run. A rest day! To aide my recovery after a tough Tuesday session I
would run at 8-8.30-minute mileing the following day, therefore giving my body a much
better chance to recover than previously when I would have run at 7-minute mileing
irrespective of how hard I had pushed myself.
 
I did the same after races and soon started seeing the benefits as after a break of a few
years I was back running PBs. At around about the same time, I started having sports
massages on a regular basis as a means to help me recover after races and tough
sessions. I found these particularly beneficial after marathons.
 
I learnt over the years how important it is to recover properly from both training hard and
racing and that rest or indeed complete rest days aren't the terrible things I once believed
they were! 

Dave smashing out another fast 10k, this time at Cardiff, 2015.

TBAC Monthly 5k TT
February



By The Editor
 
The bitter conditions didn't prevent an strong turnout for this month's TT. 35 TBACers
braced the Arctic winds numbing their faces and freezing their throats as they endured our
monthly lung buster. Great running EVERYONE. It's never easy, especially at this time of
year.
 
The chilly air didn't inhibit some scorching times, with five going sub-17, and Aaron
impressing as always with a lightening quick 15:30. Big shouts also to the Cotterill sisters
who were comfortably our fastest ladies this month, both nudging sub-18, with Isabel
clocking 18:03 at just 14 years old.
 
This gave Isabel an age grade % score of 87.05%, putting her in 3rd place in the age-
graded rankings. Topping those this month... you guessed it... Mike and Cath. Kudos to
them both for consistently strong running. In fact, this month we have 13 runners scoring
80+%. Remarkable and inspirational. Keep up the good work everyone... and don't forget
to recover!
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